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Introduction i_

%

The Space Shuttle Transportation System, the Spacelab, and the Long
I

Duration Exposure Facility will have begun operation by the end of this _ _

decade. These facilities will provide researchers with an unprecedented

opportunity to carry on a large number of experiments in the unique environ- ,

ment of space. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)

has embarked on an ambitious program for informing the scientific community t

of the opportunities available and for soliciting inputs on how best to

exploit these new opportunities. _

One of the NASA programs has been the funding of major technological j
i

universities to assist in the optimization of these space programs for _ t:

maximizing their scientific and engineering pay-off. The Georgia Institute

of Technology proposed participation in this NASA program and was funded !

for the period from 15 June 1975 to 14 March 1976. The Institute is

especially well-qualified for the program in that it confers more than i000

degrees annually in the engineering disciplines alone, as well as having

strong programs in the natural and applied sciences, industrial management

and architecture. Its research program is funded at over $16 million annually,

and, at any one time, over 600 sponsored research projects in engineering

and science are underway. In addition to its own research, the Institute

maintains a close relationship with industry and with other academic

institutions.

The objective of the program at Georgia Tech was "to define experiments

which will utilize the space laboratory, the long duration exposure facility,

and space transportation system shuttle being developed by NASA." Both

1976013083-004



_ passive and active candidate experiments were to be considered In the°

- definition of candidate experiments, a prescribed format was to be followed

so that consistent and comprehensive evaluation data would be available
? J
_ to NASA. The format includes: Experiment Title; Experimenter; Technical

._ .. Abstract; Benefits/Justification; Technical Discussion of Experiment Approach ,

" and Objectives; Related Work and Experience; Experiment Facts (Space proper-

ties used, environmental constraints, shielding requirements, if any, physi-

cal description, sketch of major elements, etc.); Experiment Hardware;

Research Required to Develop Experiment; Special Requirements; Cost Estimate;

;_ Safety Considerations; and Interactions with Spacecraft and other Experiments.t

In addition, a commitment was made that the responsible program personnel

at Georgia Tech would maintain close liaison with appropriate project personnel _

from NASA to minimize duplication of effort and to make certain the program

output was compatible with NASA objectives.

Methodo loRy

; In order to obtain candidate experiments for the Shuttle, Spacelab, and

Long Duration Exposure Facility, the project team first decided to hold

• meetings with the departments within the Institute which were thoaght to be the

_ most promising sources of input. Meetings were held with the faculty of

the Schools of Engineering Sciences and Mechanics, Mechanical Engineering,

Aerospace Engineering, and Electrical Engineering to explain the program,

to offer assistance in defining experiments and to answer questions. These

meetings did not produce the desired response. They were sparsely attended

and did not generate any candidate experiments.

2
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The project team decided that a change in approach was necessary. The

Deans of the Colleges and the Director of the Engineering Experiment Station

were requested to send letters to their department heads explaining the pro-

gram and asking for their support and cooperation. After the letters were

sent out, the department heads were interviewed individually by members of

the project team. During these interviews, it was found that the primary

reason researchers were unwilling to submit candidate experiments was that

they did not believe that they had any chance of getting their proposals

funded as a possible outcome of participating in this program. _e consensus

seemed to be that all of NASA's funding went to a select group of researchers

and that if one was not already a member of this group, it _ould be an idle

exercise to submit proposals without developing personal contacts at NASA.

Inevitably, the questions of how much had been allocated to this program by ?

NASA and of how many universities were eligible for the funds were the princi-

pal topics raised after the technical scope of the mission had been described. _i"

Several units outside of the Institute were also contacted. They included

Lockheed Aircraft, Electromagnetic Sciences, Radiation, Inc., Division of

Harris Intertype, Scientific Atlanta, The Atlanta University Center, and

Georgia State University. No candidate experiments were received from these

sources even though rather complete information including the proposal forms

were furnished each organization.

A final meeting was held at Georgia Tech at which Dr. John Dibattlsta,

Mr. William Kinard, and Mr. Carol Kiser from NASA presented an overview

3
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of the program and answered questions. Members from all departments were

invited to attend this meeting; however, once again the meeting was not

well attended relative to the publicity given in advance of the briefing.

Nevertheless, some new interest in the program was generated and some candi-

3ate experiments were submitted as a result of this meeting. _,

Overall, it was felt that the individual approach was the most success-

ful. This was because the individuals were more willing to express th.:ir

reservations about the program in private than they were in open meetings,

. and once their concerns were out in the open, they could be dealt with on i

a personal basis.

Self-Evaluatlon

The proposals that were accepted for inclusion in this report were

screened to make certain that they fitted the objectives of this project.

The proposals were required to be new proposals which did not duplicate

existing NASA projects and If destined for the Long Duration Exposure

Facility, they were required to meet the size, weight, and safety require-

ments of that facility.

Results

Eight candidate experiments are included in this report. They come from aca-

demic departments within the Institute as well as from the Engineering Experiment

Station. They are all of excellent quality and demonstrate a high level

of technical competence. They are as follows:

4
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i. "Transient Heat Pipe Study" submitted by G. T. Colwell

? i of the Mechanical Engineering Department. The purpose

t of this experiment is to study the transient effects on ;.

• low temperature heat pipes operating In zero gravity. :

Heat pipe fluid regimes include start-up from super }
,s

_.-" critical conditions and low pressures. Estimated cost

is $i00,000. :i
2. "Conversion of Microwave Energy into Rotational Motion

for Earth Orbital Application," submitted by R. C. Michelson ! '
of the Applied Engineering Laboratory, Engineering Experiment

_' Station. The purpose of this experiment is to test the

direct conversion of microwave energy into omnidirectional }

rotational energy as a method of yaw and pitch system i

• control. Estimated cost is $50,000.

• 3. "RadioAstronomy of Molecular Oxygen from the Space Shuttle,"

_ submitted by Mr. J. J. Gallagher of the Engineering Experiment

; Station, Dr. G. T. Wixon, University of Cork, Ireland,

: Dr. L. Snyder, University of Virginia, and Dr. W. Welch,

_ University of California. The purpose of this experiment

;: is to determine the location of and concentration of molecular

- oxygen. Estimated cost Is $1,069,000.

i 4. "Effect of Space Environment on the Mechanical and Electro-

magnetic Properties of Exposed Microstrlp Antennas," submitted

5
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i by J. W. Cofer of the Engineering Experiment Station. The

_I purpose of this experiment is to deploy and retrieve several

_; typical antenna elements and determine any degradation in

electromagnetic performance due to exposure in the space

environment. Estimated cost is $30,750.

5. "Photocatalytic Syntheses on Silicious Particles under

Conditions of Weightless_ess and Solar Ultraviolet Light,"
L _
: submitted by Dr. J. S. ltubbard of the Biology Department

and Dr. Gerald E. Voecks of the California Institute of

/

Technology. The purpose of this experiment is to assess _ ;

the contributions of photocatalytic synthesis in chemical

evolution in planetary atmospheres and interstellar '_

space. Estimated cost is $21,900.

6. "Experimental Space Craft Heat Engine," submitted by

R. R. Sheppard of the Engineering Experiment Station. The

purpose of this experiment is to evaluate the feasibility •

of utilizing the extreme temperature differences aboard i _'
%

orbiting spacecraft to produce direct mechanical power. ?

Estimated cost is $123,424.

7. "Space Testing of Holographic Data Storage Crystals,

submitted by T. K. Gaylord and W. R. Callen of the School

of Electrical Engineering, The purpose of this experiment

is to determine the space-worthlness and to identify any t

6 :
2

m_
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' I possible physical effects of space on holographic data

i _ storage crystals. Estimated cost is $25,300. i

: 8. "Creep-Rupture Characteristics of Refractory Metals,"

submitted by Dr. J. Richard Williams, Associate Dean for

_f Research, College of Engineering. The purpose of this :
/

experiment is to determine the creep-rupture charac-

_ teristics of refractory metals which might be used in

constructing solar-ther_l and nuclear power plans In

space. Estimated cost $93,000.
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: Page 1 of 13_smmmmm

EXPERIHENTTITLE Transient Heat Plpe Studies
• ii l.

llq i ii I i Ul i ,,, l, , , el

/ EXPERIMENTER(S) Dr. Gene T. Colwell• u II ii , i i i

POSITION Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
m ,n., _

ORGANIZATION Georgia Institute of Technologyi ii

@

ADDRESS School of Mechanical Engineering,,

Atlanta, Georgia 30332
| , , i ml , i i

TELEPHOHE (404) 894"3246 _"j i | i

TECHNICALABSTRACT(50 words or less) ,,

The purpose of this experiment is to obtain transient
•. ,n . i i , | w,

operating data on low temperature heat pipes operating in ;I• , | n • m .

: z, "'o-G. The regimes under study would include start-up from : .,;

supercritical conditions (for the heat pipe working ,fluid) ,.-- , . n .., • ,, ,, m

: and low pressures.
l•m |

I m i u ,nnl ;

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFORRESEARCHPROJECT

: Heat pipes, seem to.have. ., great promise for many.. .u_es in space.

Unfortunately little detailed information is available on .' :;:
•.. , , ,,,. • n rain , L

transient behavior in :ero-G. Of particular interest is
O

ho_ the device starts from the supercrltical state. WeIll II l m l I

propose to study a well instrumented test pipe under a wide
. .... ms,, • u i _.

variety of transient conditions.
. • n I | am ,I

l i li , i mE i i i i I

i i i ii i i i i lll ii iii i

Hll I I I I II I I , _,

9 • •o
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1.0 TECHNICAL DX$CU$SXON OF EXPERIH(NT APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES

,7 ! The purpose of the experiment is to gather extensive
! data related to low temperature transient heat pipe operation

_ in sero-G. The data would be correlated to yield design

I expressions £or use in planning future equipment which uses
heat pipes.

i I currently have under way a theoretical study (using

i both digital and analog computers) aimed at predicting transient
zero-G per£ormwnce of low temperature pipes. Data obtained
under the proposed program would be of great value in checking

i our theoretical models. The veri£ied models would then be
available to the heat pipe designer.

t

I

. _.

lo

1 •
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Page 3 of 13 ,_

| 2.0 DISCUSSYOURRELATEDWORKANDEXPERIENCE i_

• I have been working with heat pipes for about nine years ii

/ The work performed has included theoretical, experimental, and .i

i ' design projects. NASA, the U. S. Army, the U. S. Navy, and the i

Trane Company have supported our work. Several graduate ',i,
students (M.S. and Ph.D.) have chosen the heat pipe as a ,_
thesis research project. _umerous publications and reports :!
have resulted from the work. !

d

I have been working for sixteen years in thermal science I

research, design, and teaching. The attached resume outlines "}

my experience. 'i

o

t

D •

11

b_
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: P_e 4 of 13 t:
_ 3.0 EXPERIMENTFACTS I :

r_ 3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACE PROPERTIESWILL IT MAKE USE OF?

Zero G and low temperature i

: 3.2 WHATIS THEPREFERREDLOCATIONONLDEF? tf

/ !!, ;
• _ LEADINGSIDE SPACEEND X _

, TRAILINGSIDE INTERIOR _ i

EARTH END

_,-,-_" 3.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)

3.3._I TEMPERATURERANGE

, Wide temperature range desir_able

3.3.2 VIBRATIONAND SHOCK (pre-and post-launchand orbit) +
: None '

, _-

3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL !
None

3.3.4 RADIATION(particles and electromagnetic)
None

3.3.5 VACUUM(space)
None

e

3.3.6 _TMOSPHERE(pre-,during,and post-l_unchand return)

Experiment may need to be cooled prior to launch
: 3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD
_' None

3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONHUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIMENT
: FROM THE EARTH AND SPACE ENVIROr_MENTS?

None
t

; e 3.5 PHYSICALDESCRIPTION

3.5.1 MASS 150 lb m

3.5.2 VOLUME 30 £t3

3.5.3 SURFACEAREA REQUIRED
o

12
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: ) Page6 of 1_._.__ r

_ 4.0 EXPERIMENTHARDWARE(Withreferencetc thesketchin 3.6,briefly
describethe hardware,indicatingwhatis currentlyavailableand
whatmust be developed.)

_t 1. Power Supplies are on hand

_ 2. Heater would be custom made : _i

:: 3. Radiator would be custom designed to fit vehicle

4. Heat pipe would be custom built and ground tested , '

at Georgia Tech

$. Instrumentation is standard. '_

0
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Page 7 of 13 _:

S.O DISCUSSRESEARCHREQUIREDTO DEVELOPEXPERIMENT

Due to long on-going heat pipe research C9 years) at
Georgia Tech, technology is now available to design and
build experimental package.

' 4,

t ;

, 6.0 DISCUSSSPECIALFACILITIESREQUIREDFOR DEVELOPMENTAND ANALYSIS ! ,

" None I _i

• 7.0 COSTESTIMATE(Manpower) ,i :

7.1 MANPOWER (Man-monthsand dollars) mm $ l! -:
7.1.1 EXPERIMENTDESIGN 6 20,000 _,i ,_E-

7.1.2 DEVELOPMENT(_FIMPLEMENTATIONPLAN 2 61700 ':_

7.1.3 GROUN)-BASEDTESTING 3 10_000 _' _:

7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCti(analysis) .. 1 3_.300
,

7.1.5 DURINGMISSION 2 6_700

7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH(analysis) 6 20_000

7.2 HARDWARE (Dollars)

7.2.1 ENGINEERINGrROTOTYPE -0-
i

7.2.2 HARDWA,".EFABRICATION 20,000
I •

7.2.3 PRE- AND POST-LAUNCH S_O00

7.3 OTHERUIRECTCOSTS (computer, travel, etc.) St.O00

Total $g6,700

; " 15
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Page 8 of 13m

8.0 SAFETYCOrISIDERATIONS(Discusspotentialhazardsto groundand flight
personnel,spacecraft,and other experiments.)

None

1

i .r

9.0 DISCUSSINTERACTIONSWITH SPACECRAFTAND OTHER EXPERIMENTS(e.g., [: _thermal,radiation,mechanical).

i,t

This experiment needs to radiate thermal energy to space.

• !
°

i
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BIOGRAPHICALINFOR_XATION.

_' ! GeneTho_s Colwell i

I August, 1975
t

_" PersonalData

; Birth Date:

Wife: PeggyAnn (Fletcher) Colwell

ForeignLanguages: French(read),Germn (read),Spanish(read
• and speakmoderatelywelI)

Citizenship: United States

Education

• B.S.M.E. University of Tennessee June 1959

:: " M.S.M.E. University of Tennessee June 1962

PhD.E.S. , University of Tennessee March 1966

FJnoryUniversityMedicalSchool- Physiology ,

GeorgiaInstituteof Technology- ForeignLanguageStudy

ProfessionalInfomation _

I. Full time"ResearchEngineer"at Oak RidgeNationalLaboratory: ,_ c
(June1959to September1962)

• .- I. Planning,design,and testingof turbineand pumpcomponentsfor
smallnuclearpoweredgeneratorsfor spacevehicles.

' 2. Researchintohydrodynamicand hydrostaticgas bearingperformance.
i •

e

3. Design(aerodynamic,thermodynamic,heattransfer,lubrication,
and stressanalysis)of largehightemperaturespecialpurpose
compressorsand pumpsfor variousreactors.

" 4. Overallsystemplanningand analysis.

If. Full time"Instructor"at the Universityof Tennessee: (September1962
to December1965)

1. Dynamicshaftsealresearch.

"" R_RODUCIB1T,ITYOF I_LI_
ORICIN&I_.PAGI_I_ POOR
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(
)

2. Low density flow studies- free molecular, slip and continuous

I flow in tubes and nozzels.

: i 3. Teaching {juniorand SeniorCourses)

: ) a. Thern',odynamics /
! b. Heat Transfer

;_ i c. Kinematics
d. LaboratoryLecture

i, ! III. Full time "DesignSpecialist"at Oak Ridge National LaLJratory:
(December1965 to September1966)

i I. Planningand preliminarydesign of proposed nucleardesaltingplants.

2. Design and planningof auxilliaryspace power plants.

3. Heal transferanalysis.

IV. "AssistantProfessor" (September1966 to June Ig71) and "Associate
Professor"(June 1971 to present)of MechanicalEngineering,Georgia
Instituteof Technology:

1. Teaching graduatecourses in heat transfer,gas turbines,fluid
mechanicsand thermodynamics.

L 2. Teaching undergraduatecourses in heat transfer,fluid mechanics,
turlx_chinery, and thermodynamics.

3. Research work concerninga unique type of gas turbineengine.

4. Research work concerning"Heat Pipes".
.

5. Research work on high lift wing structures.

6. Air Pollutionlectures.

V. "Post Graduate_rofessor",Universityof Carabobo,Valencia,Venezuela. k
January through:.larch1972: GraduateCourses in The_odynamics and _
Fluid Mechanics.

VI Co,_ultlng Work:

I. Oak Ridge );ationalLaboratory- Oak Ridge, Tennessee.
' e

2. ScientificAtlanta - Atlanta, Georgia.

3. Air PreheaterCompany - Wellsville,New York.

4. Arnall, Golden & Gregory - Attorneys,Atlanta, Georgia.

S. Lockh_.edGeorgia- @luclearDivision,Dawsonville,Georgia.

6. Auto,TatedDisposalCompany -Atlanta, Georgia.

i. t
• .....
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i 7. Troutman, Sanders, Lockerman& Ashore - Attorneys, Atlanta.

+ _ 8. The Bay Tree Company- Atlanta, Georgia.
9. EnergySciences Incorporated - McLean,Virginia.

10. Complan, Inc. - Atla'_ta, Georgia.

I! 11o Solomonand Associates - Atlanta, Georgia.

12. Alr ConditioningAtlanta- Atlanta,Georgia.

13. Flay-O-Rich, Inc. - Columbus,Georgia.

14. SeaboardCost Line Railroad Company(Counsel - Wtngo, Bibb, Foster
Cornwell& Strickland)Birmingham,Alabama.

"_ _ :

! "IS. RadiationInc.-Melbourne,Florida. i

• 16, Swift,Currie,McGhee& Hiers- Attorneys,Atlanta. .
4

17. IndustrialDevelopmentDivision,EngineeringExperimentStation,
GeorgiaTech.

18. Dekalb County Health Department - Air Pollution Control. •
o

;

:; VII. Honorsand Membershipsl

I. AmericanMen of Science. +

2. Who'sWho in the Southand Southwest. _ '

3. AmericanSocietyof MechanicalEngineers. i F

4. Pt Tau Sigma. , +

S. SigmaXi. i ._:,
YY

6. RegisteredEngineer- Stateof Georgia(#5gg3).

7. U. S. Security Clearance- AEC Issued.

.. 8. Dictionaryof InternationalBiography-London,England.

g. Who'sWho in Georgia.

Publications

I. "AnAerodynamic- ThemodynamicStudyof CentrifugalConpressors",
Oak RidgePIationalLaboratory,OR_;L-3294,Dec_ber 4, 1962.

i

. ,-, i.',\u_, £;3_'OOtl
19 0 ]_'_LNAI '

% . • +, +
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2. "Calculationof CriticalFrequencieswith a DigitalComputer",

i Oak Ridge NationalLaboratoryORNL CF-61-12-41,December20, 1961.

: i 3. "Analyticaland ExperimentalStudy of Very Low Density Subsonic
" |_ Flow of Gases in ConvergingSections",Universityof Tennessee

I PhD Thesis,December 1965.

i, 4. "Designof a PotassiumTurbineSimulator" Oak Ridge National

" ! LaboratoryORNL-66-6-70,June 30, 1966.

. i S. "Low DensityrlozzleFlow", Transactionsof ASt4E,Journalof ,
i Basic Engineering,Vol. 91, Page 81, March 1969.

:_ 6, "A Study of _IoncondensableEffects in a Heat Pipe", Journalof
i the American Nuclear Society,NuclearTechnology,Vol. 10,

• _ i_arch197l.

) 7. "ParametricStudy of Two-DimensionalTurbulentWall Jet in a
,_ Moving Stream with ArbitraryPressureGradient",AIAA Journal,
! Vol. 9, No. 1I, November 1971, pp. 2156-2165.

: t
t 8. "ParametricRelationsfor Ordinaryand ConfluentTurbulentBoundary
I Layer Flows",AIAA Journal,Vol. II, No. 5, t,lay1973, pp. 583-584.
(

9. "Turbine-Co_.pressor",United States Patent Number 3,751,908,
i August 14, 1973.¢

i 10. "Gas DistributionNeasurementsfrom WIAr Activity", l.sotopesand
: I RadiationTechnology,Vol. 9, t(o.4, Su_ner 1972.

)

11. "Historyand Air Pollution",The Georgia ProfessionalEngineer,
VoI. XXV, No. 6, Septenber19"72.

12. "Some ImportantparametricRelationsfor Ordinaryand Confluent
TurbulentBoundaryLayer Flows",NASA N-73-13297 AvailableU.S.
Commerce Dept., NationalTechnicalInformationService,February, _ _
1973.

13. "Heat Pipe Cooled _4icrowave)lindow",Final Report to U.S. Army i
SafeguardCo_rmarid,HuntsviIIe, Alabama, Contract DAHC60-72-C-014¢
January 1973, GeorgiaTech ProjectsA-1434 and E25-627. !

, 14. "A Heat Pipe t.lodelAccountingfor Variable Evaporatorand Condenser
' Lengths",AIAA Journal,Vol. 12, No. 9, pp. 1261-1267,Sept. 1974.

15. "Analysisof High Lift Wing Systems",AeronauticalQuarterly,
Royal AeronauticalSociety,Vol. XXVI,'I,Iay1975, pp' _'_Tl-_,London.

16. "Heat Pipe Cooled ).iicrowaveIIindow",U.S. Army BallisticNissile
DefenseAgency, Huntsville,Alabama,Contract rlo.DA_'.C60-73-C-GC_.E,,
February 1974, GeorgiaTech ProjectsE-25-635and A-1532.

o

e

2O
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i 17. "ThermalConsiderationsfor MicrowaveStructures",International
MicrowavePowerInstitute,1974,M_crowavePowerSymposium,
MarquetteUniversity,May 2g, 1974, Milwaukee,Wisconsin.

" 18. "HighPowerMicrowaveWindowDesign",1974IEEE International
: MicrowaveSymposium,GeorgiaInstituteof Technology,Atlanta,
: i Georgia,June12, 1974.

I 19. "HeatPipeCooledMicrowavePhaseShiftersand OtherDevices",i m
_ , Army ScienceConference,June18-21,1974,WestPoint,N.Y. '

:

20. "ThermalControland HeatPipe InvestigationReport",su_itted
by RadiationInc.of Melbourne,Floridato The Officeof Naval
Research,ContractNo. N00014-73-C-0446,February6, 1974.

" 21. "Performanceof a HeatPipe in a MicrowaveField",Und_w
-b_journalof MicrowavePower•Accl_'r_o_,/z;_ac,c,);'/cW

2Z. "HighPowerMicrowaveWindowWitha MicrowaveTransparentCooling
Mechanism",ToisiemeColloqueInternationalsurLes Fenetres
Electromagnetiques,EcoleNationalSuperieurede Techniques
Avancees,Paris,lO-IZSeptember1975.

23. "Cr _genlcHeatPipePerformance,ReportI",NASAGrantNSG-2054,
Ouly I, 1975.

• %

• I

i

!
(

¢
I

o

,@
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REPRODUCIBILITY OF THE

i ORIGINAL PAGE ISPOOR Page l of _.a_

EXPERIMENTTITLE CONVI_T('}_InP MTC'_nUAV____m:'_V_TS p_OTATIO_;.A.L

MOTION FOR EARTH ORBITAL APPLICATIONS

EXPERIMENTER(S) Robert C. Mtchelson

POSITION Assistant Research Engineer

! ORGANIZATION Radar Technology Division. Applied En21neerln_ Laboratory

ADDRESS Engineering Experiment Station, Georgia Institute of Technology

Atlantae Georgia 30332

TELEPHOrlE (404) 894-3525 -;
i

•! TECHNICALABSTRACT(50 words or less)

i_ This experimentwould test the directconversionof microwaveenergy
i

Into omnidirectionalrotationalenergy. Angularmotionwould result from

_ a magneticmomentactingagainstthe earth'smagneticfield. The power

to generate the magnetic moment would be derived from remotely transmitted

microwave energy.

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFOR RESEARCHPROJECT _ .}

The benefitsof thls systemover rocketyaw and pitch for earth ,_ _'

utellttes are: (1) the system is completely vasstve; (2) no refueling• _

of,yaw and pitch attitude rockets is ever necessary; (3) the system is
H [

damped and therefore needs no retro forces applied Co bring It back into

equilibrium; (4) the system Is light weight; (5) more precise than rocketH • ,

attitude control; and (6) contains no moving parts. Possible applicationsi i ii

i
might be for (i) attitude control for spaceborne solar furnace mirrors;•s

(2)mldcourseattitudechangesfor satellitescontrolledfrom re_otestations; [

(3) precise attitude control for u_r_anned orbital observatories; and (4)

precise attitude control for radar surveillance satellltes_

19760] 3083-025
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I --' 1.0 TECHNICALOL_CUSSiONOF CXPERIMENTAPPROACHAND OBJECTIVES

_ This experiment wou_d test the direct conversion of microwave energy into
_ [ omnidirectional rotational energy. Information concerning the desired orienta-

I_ tlon efa passive test-bed drone would be transmitted. Three dro_e antennas
'_ situated in an orthogonal array would receive the transmlsslon vhereupon the

:! transmitted energy would be continuously rectified and stored. A portlon of

the stored energy would be used to energize lo_-power loglc clrcultry. This

circuitry would measure the signal strength received by each of the three

-: orthogonal antennas. A calculation would then yleld a vector indicating the

_ relatlve location of the transmitting source. $1multaneously a modulatlon

i indicating the desired orientation of the drone relatlve to the transmitting

source vould be demodulated from the mlcrovave carrier by other lo_-power

! circults. The bulk of the presently stored electrlcal energy vould then be

i diverted into a set of three orthogonal coils. The logic circuitry vould

_ determine the amount of current to be sent through each coil such that a
i

" _ magnetic vector _ould be produced in the proper direction to interact with

_ the earth's magnetic field. Tht_magnetlc vector would create a force on the

drone until the drone magnetic vector vas coltnear with the magnetic vector

of the earth. At thls point the drone should be in the prcuer-orientation

wlth respect to the trans_Ittlng source and the transmissions could cease.

A battery operate_ digitally controlled modulator and mlcrowave transmlcter

would be located In the LDEF. A passive drone test bed would either be
6

manually placed In a synchronous orbit wlth the LDEF or automatlcally ejected

from the LDEF into such an orbit. Tests would be performed durlng the mission

to measure the angul_r accuracy of poeltlonlng and the angular drift between

posltlonlngs. Response times of the syste= vould also be monitored.

23
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2.0 DISCUSSYOURRELATEDWORKANDEXPERIENCE
The Georgia Tech Eagtneer_8 Experiment Station (EE5) has extensive

experience in microwave techniques and system fabrication. F_ve major

Ltcrowave laboratories are maintained irlthtn the Station (microwave power

" lab, microwave antenna lab, electromagnetic compatibility lab, communications

systems lab, electromagnetlcs measurements lab compact indoor measurement

range) as well as a solid state circuits lab, electro-optlcal/infrared lab,

and machlne/model shop• Below is a sampling of Georgia Tech EE$ contracts

giving an indtcati_m of related experience.

Contract Title or Description

DA36-039 SC-56761 Polarization Charact_rtst_.cs of Radar Targets

DA36-039 SC-64713 Polarization Characteristics of Radar Targets

DA36-039 5C-85363 Stability Studies of Quartz Crystals for Satellites

Nonr-991 (10) Htcrowave Techniques

NAS8-25192 Space Vehicle Electrical Power Systems

DAAC39-73-C-Ol16 l_sesrch and Development on Radar Antennas

24
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3.0 EXPER,MENTFACTS

3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACE PROPERTIESWILL IT MAKE USE OF?

Weightlessness, frlctlonless motion, lack of atmosphere. /

3.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERREDLOCATIONON LDEF?

LEADINGSIDE SPACE END

TRAILINGSIDE X INTERIOR

EARTH END

3.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)

3.3.1 TEMPERATURERANGE
-55 to +125°C

3.3.2 VIBRATIONANDSHOCK(pre- and post-launch and orbit)

4g
• 3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL

0° rotation of LDEF

3.3.4 RADIATION(particlesand electromagnetic)

3.3.5 VACUUM (space)
J

Rard vacuum
t

i 3.3.6 A,HOSPHERE(pre-,during,and post-l_unchand return)
No constraints

_- 3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD Drone must be influenced by earth's ,

i magnetic field only. Modulators and transmitter are not affected by _;
static or dynamic fields as they can be shielded.

i 3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONMUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIHENT iFROM THE EARTH AND SPACE ENVIRONMENTS?

Nonee

3.5 PHYSICALDESCRIPTION

' 3.5.1 MASS

I 175 lbs.3.5.2 VOLUME
27 cuft

3.5.3 SURFACEAREA REQUIRED

10 sq It

2s j
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4.0 EXPERIMENT HARDWARE (With reference to the sketch in 3.6, briefly

describe the hardware, indicating what is currently available and

what must be developed.) /

The figure on page 5 shows the LDEF containing the transmitting electronics

and the synchronous drone test bed. All items listed below must be developed

but are presently attainable withit_the limits of current technology.

LDEF: Digital controller
Modulator
Transmitter

" i
_-_ Drone position sensor

Pencil beam transmitting antenna
Battery pack w/solar recharge

Drone Test Bed: 3 orthogonal receiving antennas

i 3 orthogonal current loopsDemodulator

Digital processor
Rectifier

Storage cells (capacitive)
Digitally controlled current sources

In addition an automatic releasing mechanism may be necessary for drone
deployment.

_i .w,

o '"

V

t

] ' a
27 i
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5.0 DISCUSSRESEARCHREQUIREDTO DEVELOPEXPERIMENT

Research would pertain to the development of the subsystems llsted in

Section 4. In particular, the physical effects to be encountered by each

of these subsystems would be subjects for research.

6.0 DISCUSSSPECIALFACILITIESREQUIREDFORDEVELOPMENTAND ANALYSIS

i Vacuum chamber for preflight system integrity tests.

7.0 COST ESTIMATE(Manpower) ?

7.I MANPOWER(Man-monthsand dollars) mm $

7.1.1 EXPERIMENTDESIGN 8 _B,O00

7.1.2 DEVELOPMENTOF IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN 10 36,000

7.1.3 GROUND-BASEDTESTING 2 7,000 :

I 7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH(analysis) 1 .3,500

7.1.5 DURINGMISSION 2 7,000 _

7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH(analysis) _ 10,500 ' .,

7.2 HARDWARE(Dollars) :_

7.2.1 ENGINEERINGPROTOTYPE 15,000 .... ' _

7.2.2 HARDWARE FABRICATION .35_000
m

7.2.3 PRE-AND POST-LAUNCH

7.3 OTHERDIRECTCOSTS(computer,travel,etc.) 3,000

$145K Total - _

j-

28 " :
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8.0 SAFETYCONSIDERATIONS(Discuss potential hazards to ground and flight
personnel, spacecraft, and other experiments.)

None anticipated

g.O DISCUSSINTERACTIONSWI_H SPACECRAFTAND OTHER EXPERIMENTS(e.g.,
thermal, radiation, mechanical).

Presence of drone test bed in vicinity of LDEF may affect experiments

measuring magnetic £ields. Blockage of any optical experiments aimed toward

• the drone might occur. Microwave transmissions from the LDEF portion of
: ,4.

the experiment could affect nearby experiments, j,

29
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PROPOSED EXPERIMENT FOR SPACE SHUTTLE

January 8, 1976

EXPERIMENT TITLE: Radio Astronomy of Molecular Oxygen from the Space Shuttle

i EXPERIMENTER(S): Mr. J. J. Gallagher, Engineering Experiment Station,
:_ Georgia Tech

Dr. G. T. Wrixon, University of Cork, Cork, Ireland

Dr. L. Snyder, University of Virginia, Charlottesville, Va.

Dr. W. Welch, University of California, Berkeley, California

TECHNICAL ABS TRACT

:_ "_ Emission from molecular oxygen in interstellar space cannot be observed

by radio astronomy techniques from ground-base telescopes, due to the large

absorption of oxygen in the atmosphere. The techniques for satellite radiometric

observations will be established for the 5 millimeter wavelength region. Cal-

culations will be performed to determine the region in space for observations

of molecular oxygen; the required radiometric sensitivity will be determined

for the observations, and the antenna tracking scheme to observe the 02 region

from the space shuttle will be determined. Following the design and construc-

tion of the 5 millimeter radiometer, observations will be performed from the

space shuttle. Data processing of the radiometric measurements will be made

on the basis of the calculations performed during the initial stages of the

investigation. Location of and concentration of molecular oxygen will be

determined from the results of the measurements. This experiment will allow

the first evaluation of radio astronomy observations from a space vehicle. The

extension of these techniques to the shorter wavelengths of the submillimeter ,:

wavelength region will provide the mechanism for studying molecular species

! which have transitions in the submillimeter wavelength region, strongly shielded

• from earth observations by the absorption from oxygen and water vapor in the

atmosphere.

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATION FOR RESEARCH PROJECT

The strong absorption of millimeter radiation by atmospheric molecular

oxygen and water vapor prevents the observation from earth of several molecular •

species which are predicted to exist in interstellar space; no ocher means exists

for these observations except from a space vehicle such as the shuttle. The

30
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experiments will permit not only the determination of oxygen in space, but will

provide the basis for future observations at millimeter and submillimeter wave-

/ lengths.

1.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES

It is proposed that an experiment be performed in the spectral region

of 5 millimeters co observe the presence in interstellar space of molecular

oxygen. Sensitive radiometers have been developed at this wavelength for

observations of oxygen in the earth's atmosphere. The following steps consti-

tute the approach to the problem:

i. Theoretical calculations will be performed to determine the

requirements on the sensitivity of the radiometer and the locatinn

of the molecular oxygen in space.

2. On the basis of the determinations of i., the antenna system,

i tracking techniques and radiometer will be designed. The exact fre-

quencies, and number of oxygen transitions will have been determined for

the observations and the radiometer will be designed to meet these

parameters. _"

3. Following the experiment design, an engineering prototype will be

assembled. Pre-flight testing will be followed by the assembling of

the flight apparatus.

4. Schemes for tracking the 0 2 region will be developed. Synthetic

aperture techniques will be explored for this phase of the system.

5. Observations will be performed for a period up to 6-months in the

Shuttle or for a period designated by NASA. The flight observations would

be performed by J. J. Gallagher or a scientist chosen for the task.

6. Analysis of the data for concentrations, line shapes and regions of

concentration of 0 2 will be performed. These observations will be the

first millimeter astronomy from a platform above the strongly absorbing

atmosphere of earth, and will establish the techniques to be employed

in future satellite astronomy at millimeter and submillimeter wavelengths.

31
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The availability of an observer aboard the space vehicle provides

great flexibility for tuning, calibration, repair and program changes

in flight. In addition, the possibility of preliminary on-board data

processing exists.
e

2.0 DISCUSS YOUR RELATED WORK AND EXPERIENCE

The experimenters have a broad background in related work. Dr. Welch and

Dr. Snyder are radio astronomers with extensive experience in mol_cular

i phenomena in interstellar space. Dr. Welch's experience extends into the

millimeter wavelength region, and his group at the University of California :

is currently assembling a radiometric system at 115 GHz. Dr. Wrixon is ex-

i perienced in radio astronomy and atmospheric absorption, and has designed

radiometers to wavelengths as short as 1.3 mm. His current experience in

Schottky-barrler diode fabrication and design of 183 GHz radlometric components

is related to the proposed task.

Mr. Gallagher has over 20 years experience in millimeter/submilllmeter

• research including atmospheric spectroscopy and instrumentation. His current

participation on NASA Grant No. NSG 5012 includes research on radiometers at

3 mm and 1.8 mm, atmospheric propagation studies and theoretical analysis of

molecular interactions. The staff at Georgia Tech includes individuals ex-

perienced in millimeter wave instrumentation and applications. Members of

• the staff are experienced in design, construction and testing of satellite

apparatus, and while employed at Martin Marietta were responsible for design

and construction of the ATS-E millimeter wave equipment.

3.0 EXPERIMENT HARDWARE

The apparatus for this experiment is mainly within the current state-of-

the-art of millimeter wave radiometry. Attention will have to be given to

antenna development for tracking of the 0 2 region, and development of call-

bration and flight operation procedures will have to be established.

:' 32 4
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I 4.0 DISCUSS RESEARCH REQUIRED TO DEVELOP EXPERIMENT
_ Antenna development will be necessary; all other developments will employ

? current state-of-the-art technology and will only require integration of the

components testing under flight conditions and establishment of observational
t

procedures.

• i 5.0 DISCUSS SPECIAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS ,

Environmental flight testing facilities are needed.

6.0 COST ESTIMATE (Manpower)

i 6.1 MANPOWER (Man-_onths and dollars) mm $
Includes overhead

6.1.1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 24 88.5K

i 6.1.2 DEVELOPMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 15 56K

6.1.3 GROUND-BASED TESTING 36 135K

i 6.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH (analysis) 24 88.5K

"' i 6.1.5 DURING MISSION 15 56K

6.1.6 POST-LAUNCH (analysis) 36 135K

6.2 HARDWARE (dollars)

6.2.1 /ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE 200K i"

6.2.2 HARDWARE FABRICATION 150K _
J

6.2.3 PRE- AND POST-LAUNCH 100K 1 ,:

6.3 OTHER DIRECT COSTS (computer, travel, etc.) 60K .-

TOTAL I069K

Rm,IDUCmIL1TY
33 ORIGINALPAOB I8 POOR
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EXPERIMENT TITLE Effect of Space E_vironment on The Mechanical and

Electromagnetic Properties of Exposed Microstrip Antennas.
/
f

EXPERIMENTER(S) J.W. Corer

¢

POSITION Senior Research Engineer

! "._ ORGANIZATION Engineering Experiment Station

ADDRESS Georgia Insititute of Technology

i Atlanta, Georgia 30332

i TELEPHONE (404) 894-3591

TECHNICAL ABSTRUCT (50 words or less)

Thin conformal microstrip antenna elements and arrays are finding extensive

use in space applications. The performance of such antennas is highly

dependent on mechanical shape avd dimensions and substrate parameters.

The LDEF experiment offers an excellent opportunity to deploy and retrieve

several typical elements and determine any degradation in electromagnetic

performance due to exposure to the space environment.

_ENEFITS/JUSTIFICATION FOR RESEARCH PROJECT

The beneficial output of such an undertaking would be valuable input

to the design of such antennas for future spacecraft. Consequently,

fewer communication and telemetry failures due to antenna damage would

result.

34
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_ 1.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES

_ A number of microstrlp elements and arrays would be designed and

' i fabricated at Georgia Tech or solicited from current vendors and tested ,

: _ in a laboratory environment. The antenna would be selected to cover a '

broad frequency range (most likely 400 MHz to I0 GHz) and several functions.
i

The radiation parameters of the antennas selected will be carefully

measured and documented. Specific parameters to be investigated includer

.. input impedance, resonance frequency, rf bandwidth, voltage-standing-

wave ratio, and radiation pattern shape. The test antennas _ould then

be mounted on a suitable structure which could be easily attached to and

detached from the test vehicle. Upon recovery of the experiment package,

each antenna would be subjected to the same previous series of tests.

Of course, any physical damage due to thermal extremes, vacuum, vib-ation,

shock, or particle bombardment would be noted. Such an experimen_ w_,zld

provide design data in the ar:as of conductor and substrate thicknesses,

[ physical shape, conductor coatings, and substrate material.

-?
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2.0 DISCUSS YOUR RELATED WORKAND EXPERIENCE

Several groups within Georgia Tech's Engineering Experiment Station
; j ,

are currently involved in the design and fabrication of microstrip and

stripline components for the transmission and radiation of electromagnetic

! energy. The most recent effort is an internally sponsored program whose '

-i objective is the postulation and verification ol new lightweight antenna

i schemes. Part of this program involves the design, development, and :

testing of stripllne components and microstrip radiators.

) On a previous project sponsored by the Applied Physics L_boratory,

! a thin patch radiator was developed which radiated at both 150 aid 400

MHz. A number of broadband spiral antennas have been dev. loped _or missile

seeker applications by photo-etching copper-clad printed ci,'c_," board.

In addition to these and other similar programe, the Engineering

i .
:! Experiment Station has a long history of successful activity in a wide

i range of technical disciplines with particular emphasis on the areas

of communications, radar, and antennas. .,

1976013083-039
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3.0 EXPERIMENTFACJS

3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACEPROPERTIESWILL IT MAKEUSE OF?

i Vacuum, temperature extremes_ particle bombardment

3.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERREDLOCATIONON LDEF?

i LEADINGSIDE SPACE END Slightpreference '

TRAILINGSIDE IrIFERIOR

-_ EARTHEND

! 3.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)
)

[ 3.3.1 TEMPERATURERANGE Norma! temperatures experienced through-

i out test orbit.

3.3.2 VIBRATIONAND SHOCK (pre-and post-launchand orbit}
It Js anticipated that vibration and shock (short of vehicle
deformation) will be of little consequence.

I 3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL
}

No constraint.

3.3.4 RADIATION(particles and electromagnetic} _,is constraint

is unknown and is one of the objectives of the experiment.

3.3.5 VACUUM (space}
Constraint unknovn but probably of little significance.

3.3.6 ATMOSPHERE(pre-, during, and post-l_unch and return}
It is assL_ed that vehicle akin temperatures during launch
and reentry viii not rexeS the point of destroying antennas.

3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD :_
No constraint

3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONMUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIMENT
FROM THE EARTHAND SPACE ENVIRONMENTS?

None except as noted in 3.3.6 above.

3.5 PHYSICALDESCRIPTION

3.5.1 MASS 10-20 Ibs.

3.5.2 VOLUME30 in. by 36 in. by 6 in. deep
7

3.5.3 SURFACEAREAREQUIRED
30 in. by 36 in.

REPRODUCIBILIT_ OF TLIE
ORIGINAl,PAGE I_P(_)R

37
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3.6 SKETCHEXPERINEI'ITINCLUDINGMAJORCOMPONENTSANDLAYOUTFOR
EXPOSUREEXPERIMENTS.

I The experiment hardware will be a number of typical elements arranged

on a mounting frame as shown below. The frame shown is approximately 30
J

inches square and would require a depth of no more than six inches _two

inches would be typical).

i 38 <
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4.0 EXPERIMENT HARDWARE (With referenc_ to th_ _ketch in 3.6, briefly

describe the hardware, indicating what is currently available and
what must be developed.)

T_'eexperiment hardware will consist totally of thin microstrip

i antennas and any associate electromagnetically transparent antenna

covering. The elements included will be typical of those currently ,

in use or those resulting from Georgia Tech's ongoing internal program.

It is anticipated that the subject antennas wil] be fabricated by EES

personnel although established commercial suppliers may be asked to

.. furnish typical devices. _

39
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5.0 DISCUSSRESEARCHREQUIREDTO DEVELOPEXPERIMENT

' A brief survey conducted among NASA engineers and satellite antenna
_ vendors will yield the type of antennas most commonly used Beyond this

o _ the experiment will consist of state-of-the-artdesign, fabrication and
,_ _ testing activities; however, the test results upon vehicle return could

! show that more research is needed in this area to increase antenna life.

!
6.0 DISCUSSSPECIAL FACILITIES REQUIREDFORDEVELOPMENTANDANALYSIS

"-_ A number of special facilities and equipment will be required; how-

ever, all of these are presently available at Georgia Tech for use on
! programs such as that proposed. In particular, such items as photo-

etching facilities, anechoic chambers rf network analyzers, and radiation _,

i pattern recording ranges are some of the more important facilitieswhich
i .. are available.

7.0 COST ESTIMATE (Manpower)

7.1 MANPOWER(Man-months and dollars) mm $ *

7.1.1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 2 7,100

7.1.2 DEVELOPMENTOF IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN 1 3,550

7.1.3 GROUND-BASEDTESTING 2 7,100 '

7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH(analysis) 0 0 :

7.1.5 DURINGMISSION 0 0

7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH (analysis) 2 7,I00 _

7.2 HARDWARE (Dollars) '_, ":i

7.2.1 ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE . 1_50o ,

7.2.2 HARDWARE FABRICATION 3,000 :

7.2.3 PRE- AND POST-LAUNCH 0 ,

7.3 OTHER DIRECI COSTS (computer, travel, etc.) 1,400

1.0 hour on Georgia Tech owned computer at $400/hr. = $400 /

5 man-tr{ps to vendors facilities at $200/trlp = $I000 !
J

• ')L

These wage rates correspond to the average rate of a Senior Research j
Scientist within the Systems and Techniques Laboratory of EES for the
fi[=calyear 1976 and include overhead and employee benefit charges of 77%. _,

40 " ;
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i Page 8 of 8
: : 8.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS (Discuss potential hazards to ground the

flight personnel, spacecraft, and other experiments.)

This experiment is completely passive and contains no dangerous

_i materials; consequently, it presents absolutely no threat to the safety

.

i of ground or flight personnel, the spacecraft, or other experiments.

\,

9.0 DISCUSS INTERACTIONS WITH SPACECRAFT AND OTHER EXPERIMENTS (e.g.,

thermal, radiation, mechanical).

The experiment package will be thermally isolated from the space-

craft and will neither radiate nor consume energy; therefore no inter-

action is anticipated. _

L_

/
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REPRODUCIBILITYOF THL
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

_ Page1 of 8
i,

EXPERIMENTTITLE Photocatalytlc syntheses on Sillceous Particles ul,der

Conditions of Weightlessness and Solar Ultravlolet Light.

Prlnclpal 'Invest--'Igator Associate Investlgator

I EXPERIMENTER(S) Jerry S. Hubbard, Ph.D Gerald E. Voecks_ Ph.D.

POSITION Assoc. Prof. of Biology Senior Scientist ,

Georgia Institute of Jet Propulsion Laboratory
ORGANIZATION Technology California Institute of

_ Technology

i ADDRESS Atlantaj Georgia 30332 Pasadenaj Cal!fqrnla 91103

TELEPHONE 404-894-3738 213-354-6645

TECHNICAL ABSTRACT (50 words or less)

Photocatalytic syntheses wlll be studied. Sealed quartz tubeE contaln£n_

i siliceous particles and atmospheres of 14C0 or 14C0 and NH^ will be exposed

I to solar radiation aboard the LDEF. Analysis of 14C products will be nmde

i on returned samples. The findings w_ll be used to assess the corttrlbutlons " -

of these processes in chemical evolution in planetary, atmospheres and

interstellar space. _ ,_

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFOR RESEARCH PROJECT "_

i Our discoveries of photocatalytlc syntheses of organic compounds on siliceous

surfaces have raised new questions concernln_ the processes of chemical

evolutlon in planetar_ atmospheres and in interstellar space, Using ultr_vlolot

la_ps s/mulatlng the solar spectrum we showed that the surface de_endenn

syntheses are catalyzed at low llght intensities at wavelenEths ]_n_r _h-n

those absorbed by the gasecus r@a_D_s. Mor¢over_ the surf_c 9 h_ .

protectiv_,funct_pnin preYentln_ vhotodestruetlon of the _r_d_er__ Th_

LDEF provides a unique oPPortunitY to asses_ _he _mpnrean¢_ nf _h_ _9_CtiOnS.

S_ntheses can be carried out under tr_ _n].r r_d_._nn aria _£hr_._.
will permit maxhnum exposure of the particles to the light and will minimize

the Contributions of "wall effects".
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: 1.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES

+

I The objectives are to investigate the influence of solar radiation and
weightlessness on the photocatalytic syntheses on siliceous surfaces. Previous
findings in the investigators' laboratories have indicated that these processes
may have been of importance in chemical evolution on planetary surfaces, on
particles in planetary atmospheres and on grain surfaces in interstellar clouds.
Detailed discussions of these processes are given in the publications listed on
page 3 of this proposal. Briefly, we have shown that simulated solar radiation
catalyzes surface - dependent syntheses of simple organic compounds from CO

and H20 or CO and NH3. The unique aspect of the reactions is that they are
catalyzed by low intensity light sources at wavelengths longer than those absorbed
by gaseous reactants. Of additional significance is the fact that the surface
material serves to protect the products from photodestruction. The LDEF provides
an unparalleled opportunity to assess the importance of these processes under
realistic conditions. The solar spectrum cannot be duplicated in the laboratory.
Also, the condition of weightlessness will permit maximum exposure of the parti-
cles to the light and will minimize the interaction of particles and atmosphere
at the walls of the reaction tube.

The flight experiment will consist of a series of 16 sealed quartz tubes
which are preloaded with specially prepared silica gel and an atmosphere of

, _ 14CO or 14CO and NH3. Tubes will be mounted to a reflective plate and oriented

so as to receive maximum levels of sunlight. Four sets of four tubes will com-
._ prise the package. One set will contain 14CO and silica gel with a moderate

level of hydration. The second set will be similar except that silica gel will
be extremely dry. The third set will contain 14CO and silica gel which has been

' pretreated with high levels of NH3. The fourth set will differ in that the
ex ass NH3 will be pumped away. One tube from each set will be covered with an
opaqu_ material so as to serve as the unirradiated control. :

The ground base controls will consist of two additional series of experi- _
ments. One series will be irradiated with a laboratory light source during
the mission. The second series will be kept in the d_rk during the mission.

The analysis of the gas phase will be performed by separating the 14C-
components by gas chromatography, trapping the individual peaks and determining
their radioactivity. 14C-Organic products will be identified and qudntitated
by thin layer chromatographic and autoradiographic analyses of aqueous extracts
of the surface material. The methods for the analyses have been published

(page 3). Comparisons of the relative yields of the products from the LDEF
tests and ground base controls will give a measure of effectiveness of solar
radiation in catalyzing these processes.

i
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2.0 DISCUSSYOURRELATEDWORKAND EXPERIENCE i

! J. S. Hubbard, Ph.D. (Microbiology)

.- _ 1966-1973. Jet Propulsion Laboratory (Senior Scientist, Member of Technical Staff,
_ Group Supervisor).

_ _ Co-developer of the Pyrolytic Release Experiment on the 1976 Viking Lander

_ i Discovery of photocatalytlc synthesis on simultated planetary surfaces.

; _ 1973-1974. Senior Biologist, California Institute of Technology.

i Investigations related to instrument development and scientific strategies for the
Viking mission.

I

1974-present. Associate Professor, Georgia Institute of Technology.
Principal Investigator NASA Grant NSC 7069 Pbotocatalytlc Synthesis on Planetary
Surfaces; Molecular Bases for the Adaptatlon of Halophillc Microorganisms.

Prlncip_l Investigator, NASA Contract NASI-13422. Science Support Studies for the
_ Pyrolytic Release Experiment, Viking Biology Instrument.

Viking Fllght team member; Associate to Viking Biology Team; Member, Viking Surface
Sampler Team.

Study Groups and Committees:

AIBS-NASA Study on the Future Use of the Lunar Receiving Laboratory, 1969-1970;
Natlonal Research Council ad boc Couunittee on the Definition of Parameters for Planetary
Quarantine Policy, Woods Hole, Mass., July, 1970; NASA study group on the design of a i

mission for a return Mars sample, 1972-1973 (NASA TMX-3184).

Publlca_ions related to proposal objectives:

Hubbard, J. S., J. P. Hardy and N. H. Horowltz. Photocatalytlc production of organic
compounds from CO and H.O in a simulated martlan atmosphere. Proc. Nat. Acad.
Scl., USA, 68:574-578 _1971)

Hubbard, J. S., J. P. Hardy, G. E. Voecks and E. E. Golub. Photocatalytic synthesis
of organic ompounds from CO and water: involvement of surfaces in the formation
and stabilization of products. J. Molecular Evolution, 2:149-166 (1973).

Yerris, J. P., E. A. WXlliams, D. E. Nicodem, J. S. Hubbard and G. E. Voecks. Photolysis

of CO-NH3 mixtures and the Hartian atmosphere. Nature 24._9:437-438 (1974).

Hubbard, J. S., G. E. Voeeks, G. L. Hobby, J. P. Ferris, E. A. Williams and D. E.

Nicodem. Ultraviolet-gas phase and -photocatalytic synthesis form CO and NH3.
J. Mol. Evol. --5223-241 (1975)

G. E. Voecks, Ph.D. (Inorganic Chemistry).
1972-1974. NASA-NRC Resident Research Associate, Jet Propulsion Laborator_ Investlgatlcns

on the mechanisms of Photocatalytlc Syntheses (See above publications).
1974-present. Senior Scientist, Fuel Conversion Croup, Jet Propulsion Laboratory.

Research on the catalytic combustion of fuels with emphasis on the particulate
interactions with gaseous products.
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Page 4 of
"., 3.0 EXPERIMENTFACTS

3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACEPROPERTIESWILL ITMAKE USE OF?

/ welghtlessness, solar radlatlon

, 3.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERREDLOCATIONON LDEF?

LEADINGSIDE SPACEEND Required i

TRAILINGSIDE INTERIOR

_,. EARTHEND

3.3 WHATARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)

3.3.1 TEMPERATURERANGE - as low as permitted

" 3.3.2 VIBRATIONANDSHOCK(pre- and post-launch and orbit)
no constraints

3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL
no eonstralnts

3.3.4 RADIATION(particlesand electromagnetic) i :

maximum exposure to sunllght c

3.3.5 VACUUM(space) no constraints ,

3.3.6 ATMOSPHEREnoconstraints(pre'' during, and post-launch and return) i :::

3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD no constraints !i ,;"

3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONMUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIMENT
FROMTHE EARTHANDSPACEENVIRONMENTS?

/,
the exper_nental material is enclosed in sealed tubes - no constraints :

3.5 PHYSICALDESCRIPTION ,_

3.5.1 MASS 2 lbs tncludin8 sample holder ',':.

3.5.2 VOLUME l ftx 1 ftx 2 inches -_"

3.5.3 SURFACEAREAREQUIRED l ft 2 _"

&

1 ,,s , ,;°
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1 ORIGI_TAI.,PAGE IS POOR

i Page 5 of _ :
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3.6 SKETCHEXPERINENTINCLUDINGMAJOR COMPONENTSAND LAYOUTFOR

EXPOSUREEXPERIMENTS.ApO,'_, _,_ahl. I fu ,:c.=DI-_
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• i Page6 of4.0 EXPERIMENTHARDWARE(With reference to the sketch in 3.6, brtefly
,, _ describethehardware,indicatingwhatiscurrentlyavailableand

whatmust be developed.) j

:_" i Requ£red: fabrication o£ the aluminum block assembly, quartz-pyrex
, tubes and other apparatus for attaclment to spacecraft

I

)
l

- !
_ -

! 'i
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l Page 7 of

: ; S.O DISCUSS RESEARCH REQUIRED TO DEVELOP EXPERIMENT

:_ The background research has been completed. Construction of a sample
_ holder and 1oadlng of the sample tubes is required.

!

J

6.0 DISCUSS SPECIAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

Adaptation of existing vacuum system in the prlnclpal investigators

laboratory for preparation and analysls of samples.

7.0 COST ESTIMATE (Manpower)

7.1 MANPOWER (Man-months and dollars) mm $*

; 7.1.1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 2 7.2K :

: 7.].2 DEVELOPMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 0 0

7.1.3 GROUND-BASED TESTING 0.5 1.8K

7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH (analysls) 0.5 1.8K

7.1.5 DURING MISSION 0 0 i

7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH (analysis) 2 7.2 _ /i

7.2 HARDWARE (Dollars)

. 7.2.1 ENGINEERINGPROTOTYPE O.5K _ >I
7.2.2 HARDWAREFABRICATION 3K ':

7.2.3 PRE- AND POST-LAUNCH 1K

7.3 OTHERDIRECT COSTS (computer, travel, etc.) 2.4K

*Includes overhead and indirect costa
t

48
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i .8.0 SAFETYCONSIDERATIONS(Discusspotentialhazardsto groundand flight
) personnel,spacecraft,and other experiments.)

only potential concern is thel_4CO_used In the sample tubes. EachThe
tube w_ll contain about i pCi of C, a level which is well below

safety hazard levels. The chemical quantity of CO is about 0.02 _moles

per tube, well below the chemical toxicity level.
I

g.o DISCUSSINTERACTIONSWITH SPACECRAFTAND OTHER EXPERIMENTS(e.g.,
thermal,radiation,mechanical).

, no obvious interactions

49
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, EXPERIMENTTITLE Experimental Space Craft Heat Engine

• /

i EXPERIMENTER(S) R.R. Sheppard J

! POSITION Assistant Research Engineer :
i -
a ORGANIZATION Georgia Institute of Technology

; ADDRESS 225 North Avenue

: Atlanta, CA 30326
7

TELEPHONE 404-894-3576

TECHNICALABSTRACT(50wordsor less) :

It is proposed to fabricate and Install an experimental heat

: engine to evaluate the feasibility of utilizing the extreme temperature ':

I dlfferences aboard orbiting spacecraft to produce direct mechanlcal
?

power. _ ,

. J

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFORRESEARCHPROJECT _

An increase in the mechanlcal power obtained from a given surface

area over that produced by solar cells_ can be obtained by employing

_ heat engine. Solar cells can be cooled to produce... heat Input to the

heat engine system.
., |

,i | i , i u i . •

• 5O
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_, Page2 of 6

1.0 TECHNICAL DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENT'APPROACH AND OBJECTIVES

It is proposed to design and fabricate an experlmental heat /

engine to evaluate the £easibility of utilizing the temperature

extremes associated with the outer space environment to produce

direct mechanical power. The power produced may be used to d£rectly
#

power experimental modules or to run electrical generators.

Solar zells operate more efficiently at low temperatures;

" however, temperature control of the cells is a problem. Solar cells

: may be used as a heat source for the engine. The engine working

fluld would then take on the dual role of coollng the solar cells

and provldlng input heat to the engine.

] 9760] :3083-054
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Page 3 of 6

2.0 EXPERIMENT FACTS

2.1 WIIAT SPECIFIC SPACE PROPERTIES WILL IT MAKE USE OF ?

Extreme thermal gradients

; 2.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERRED LOCATION OF LDEF?

LEADING SIDE SPACE END XX

TRAILING SIDE INTERIOR

EARTII END

2.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVlROI_qENTAL CONSTRAINTS? (List extremes)

2.3.I TEMPERATURE RANGE
-300 to 1200OF

2.3.2 VIBRATIUN AND SIIOCK (pre- and post-launch and orbit)

Shock: 80 G, 0.5 _sec (30 g axial

acceleration t+ I0 g lateral
2.3.3 ATTITUDE CONTROL

None

2.3.4 RADIATION (particles and electromagnetic)

Not expected to affect operation of mechanism during
6 month duration of flight.

2.3.5 VACUUM (space)
None

2.3.6 ATMOSPHERE (pre-, during, and post-launch and return)
None

2.3.7 MAGNETIC FIELD
None

2.4 l_T SPECIAL PROTECTION MUST BE PROVIDEI) TO PROTECT TIIE EXPERIMENT
FROM TIIEEARTH AND SPACE ELWIRONMENTS?

The experiment will be designed such that protection measure,;
are integral with the mechanism.

2.5 PIPtSICAL DESCRIPTION

2.5.1 MASS

127 pounds
2.5.2 VOLUME

50 x 34 x 20 inches

2.5.3 SURFACE AREA REQUIRED
50 x 34 inches

52
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3.0 EXPERD_E_£ HARDWARE

The hardware involved includes two heat exchangers, reheaters, a

turbine, and a compressor. The thermal cycle iILvlsloned for use is

the standard gas Brayton cycle. The heat source exposed area is to

be coated with a thermal control material with a solar absorbtivity,

a , of 0.85 and an infrared emittanee, ¢, of 0.ii. The sink surface
s

area i._ to be coated with a material with _ = 0.04 and E = 0.85.s

Engine output recording equipment will be used and the entire package

designed as a self-contained unit.

• .
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, 4.0 DISCUSS RESEARCH REQUIRED TO DEVELOP EXPERIMENT /

Heat engine theory and design is well documented and has been so

i! for many years• Heat exchanger design is also well developed. The

proposed heat engine requires the development of a system for the

particular space envlro.-unentand the problems associated with efficient

heat exchange at the heat engine output, space environment interface.

5.0 DISCUSS SPECIAL FACILITIES REQUIRED FOR DEVELOPMENT AND ANALYSIS

Special facilities not presently available at Georgia Tech are not

required.

6.0 ESTIMATED COST

6.1 Direct Salaries and Wages: $58,429

: Senior Research Engineers $6,132
3man-mo. at avg. $2044/man-mo.

Research Scientists 9,534
6man-mo. at avg. $1589/man-mo•

i, Assistant Research Scientists 11,151

9 man-mo, at avg. $1239/man-mo.

Machinists 15,5_
16 man-too,at avg. $973/man-mo. ._

Technlcians/Draftsmen 14,89u
16 man-mo, at avg. $931/man-mo _• i

Secretarlal/Clerlcal/Photo Lab., 504 _

Other, 3/4 man-mo, at avg. _
$673/man-mo. _

Graduate Research Assistants 650

I man-mo, at avg. $650/man-mo.

6.2 Overhead: 39,732
(

At a rate of 68% of direct salaries ,_
and wages.

6.3 Retirement Benefits: 5,163 ;

At 8.936% of applicable salaries ,_
and wages (excluding graduate and

student assistants)

54
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6.4 Materials and Suppl!_es: $15,000

Report reproduction and drafting i
supplies, mechanical equipment, raw
materials, etc.

6.5 Travel: 1,500 _

i 6.6 Final Report: 1,500 ,

Writing and printing of progress and-
finsI reports. , i

6.7 Environmental Testing: 2,100

Testing of design hardware.

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $123,424

: 7.0 SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS
¢

The heat engine package should not affect in any manner ground

and flight personnel, neighbor experimental trays or the space craft

itself.

8.0 DISCUSS INTERACTIONS WITH SPACECRAFT AND OTIIER EXPERIMENTS (e.g.,

thermal, radiation, mechanical). ,_

The heat engine package will be self-contalned. The package will :

Interact only with the space environment through the exposed surface.

)

t
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: EXPERIMENT TITLE Space TestinB o[ Holographic Data Storase Crystals

/ ,

i EXPERIMENTER(S) T.K. Gaylord and W. R. Callen

POSITION Assistant Professorsp

?

ORGANIZATION School of Electrical Engineerin$

ADDRESS Georgia Institute of Technolosy

Atlanta, Georgia 30332 ,,
/

TELEPHONE 404-894-2931; 404-894-2919

TECHNICAL ABSTRACT (50 words or less)

'_ The eventual utilization of high capacltl electro-optic memories in

space applications has brought into focus the need to test the space-

worthiness of such memory systems! , , , •

7

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFOR RESEARCH PROJECT ._

A compact high bit capacity recorder (on the order of 1012 bits) and _

me_morysystem does not exist at the present time. However. electro- ._

_,'_ 9ptlc holographic recordin$ systems,are being developed and,appear to ,:_'_

be extremely promising. The space testing of basic systems will help

brin$ about the realization of these systems for both earth and space

applications. Benefits will be accrued by all types of data base

_ , orsanlzatlons (many government agencies and private industry).

_ 56
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1.0TECHNICALDISCUSSIONOF EXPERIMENTAPPROACHANDOBJECTIVES

To determine the fundamental space-worthiness and to identify

possible unsuspected physical effects, it is proposed to carry five

holographic data storage crystals on LDEF. This would be aimed at

determining the effects of the combination of 1) temperature,

2) vacuum, and 3) acoustic and vibration levels.

Three of the lithium niobate crystals would contain recorded

holograms and two would be unrecorded (control sample). Specifically

the five crystals would be:

Crystal i: heat treated (reduced at 200°C) for maximumwriting

sensitivity (maximum Fe+3), blank;

Crystal 2: heat treated (oxidized at 200°C) for minimum writing
:

sensitivity (maximum Fe+2)_ blank;

i Crystal 3: heat treated (reduced at 200°C) for maximum writing

Fe+3),'i _ sensitivity (maximum containing plane wave,
r

digital data hologram;

,/

Crystal 4: heat treated (oxidized at 200°C) for minimumwriting

sensitivity (maximum Fe+2), containing plane wave,

digital data hologram;

_rystal 5 heat treated (low temperature _ 100°C), "fixed" i

(ion drift process), containing plane wave, digital

• data hologram.

[
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2.0 DISCUSSYOURRELATEDWORKAND EXPERIENCE

" The experimenters have done extensive research in the area of holographic
f ! recording and optical memory systems. Publications in technical journals

include:

I. T. K. Gaylord, T. A. Rabson, and F. K. Tittel, "Optically
erasable and rewritable solid state holograms," Applied
Physics Letters, vol. 20, no. i, pp. 47-49, January i, 1972. ¢

2. T. K. Gaylord, "The high capacity storage problem: Is
optical holography the answer?", Optical Spectra, vol. 6,
no. II, pp. 25-37, November 1972.

3. T. K. Gaylord, T. A. Rabson, F. K. Tittel, and C. R. Quick,

"Self-enhancement of LiNb03 holograms," Journal of Applied
__Phy_cs,_--vol. 44, no. 2, pp. 896-897, February 1973

4. T. K. Gaylord, T. A. Rabson, F. K. Tittel, and C. R. Quick,
"Pulsed writing of solid state holograms," Applied Optics,
vol. 12, no. 2, pp. 414-415, February 1973.

5. T. K. Gaylord and F. K. Tittel, "Angular selectivity of
lithium niobate volume holograms," Journal of Applied
Physics, vol. 44, no. 9, pp. 4771-4773, September 1973.

6. P. Shah, T. A. Rabson, F. K. Tittel, and T. K. Gaylord,

"Volume holographic recording and storage in Fe-doped LiNb03
using optical pulses," Applied Physics Letters, vol. 24,
no. 3, pp. 130-131, February i, 1974.

7. R. Magnusson and T. K. Gaylord, "Laser scattering induced
holograms in lithium niobate," Applied Optics, vol 13,
no. 7, pp. 1545-1548, July 1974.

8. T.K. Gaylord, "Optical memories," Optical Spectra, vol. 8,
no. 6, pp. 29-34, June 1974 and Optical Spectra, vol. 8,
no. 9, pg. II, September 1974.

9. S. F. Su and T. K. Gaylord, "Calculation of arbitrary-order

i diffraction efficiencies of thick gratings with arbitrary
grating shape," Journal of the Optical Society of America,
vol. 65, no. I, pp. 59-64, January 1975.

I0. T. K. Gaylord, "Optical memory systems," Optical Industry
and Systems Directory Encyclopedia. Pittsfield, Mass.,
Optical Publishing Co., pp. 132-136, 1975.

II. C. O. Alford and T. K. Gaylord, "The potential of multi-port
optical memories in digital computing," Digest of 1975
International Optical Computing Conference, pp. 121-123,
Washington, D.C., April 1975.
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12. S. F. Su and T. K. Gaylord, "Refractive index profiles and

arbitrary-order diffraction efficiencies of lithium niobate
holograms," Journal of the Optical Societz of America,

! vol. 65, no. i0, pg. 1220, October 1975.

13. R. Magnusson and T. K. Gaylord, "Application of dynamic
theory to the description of experimental volume holography,"
Journal of the Optical Society of America, vol. 65, no. I0,
pg. 1219, October 1975.

- 14. S. F. Su and T. K. Gaylord, "Unified approach to the formation

of phase holograms in lithium niohate," Journal of Applied
Physics, vol. 46, pp. 5208-5213, December 1975.

15. T. K. Gaylord, J. E. Weaver, and W. R. Callen, "A mobile,
rigid, vibration-isolated optics demonstration platform,"
American Journal of Physics, vol. 44, 1976.

16. R. Magnusson and T. K. Gaylord, "Use of dynamic theory to
describe experimental results from volume holography,"

Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 47, pp. 190-199, 1976.

17. S.F. Su and T. K. Gaylord, "Determination of optically-
induced refractive index grating profiles in ferroelectric

crystals," Journal of the Optical Society of America ,
vol. 66, 1976 (in preparation).
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3.0 EXPERIMENTFACTS

_ _ 3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACEPROPERTIESWILL IT MAKE USE OF? /

combination of vibration, temperature, and vacuum

3.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERREDLOCATIONON LDEF?

LEADINGSIDE X SPACE END X
I

TRAILINGSIDE X INTERIOR

,--- , EARTHEND

3.3 WHAT ARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)

3.3.1 TEMPERATURERANGE
large variation is desirable

3.3,2 VIBRATIONAND SHOCK (pre-and post-launchand orbit)
large variation is desirable

3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL
not critical

3.3.4 RADIATION(particlesand electromagnetic)
; not critical

3.3.5 VACUUM (space)

large variation is desirable

3.3.6 ATMOSPHERE(pre-,during,and post-launchand return)
not critical

3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD

i not critical ,,

• i 3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONMUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIMENT

i FROMTHE EARTHAND SPACE ENVIRONMENTS?

3.5 PHYSICALDESCRIPTION

3.5.1 MASS

I00 grams

3.5.2 VOLUME
lOOmm×lOOnn x2OnIn

3.5.3 SbRFACEAREA REQUIRED

lOOmmx lOOmm

'" 60
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3.6 SKETCHEXPERIIqENTINCLUDINGMAJOR COMPONENTSAND LAYOUTFOR
EXPOSUREEXPERIMENTS.

+,

Each of the five crystals will be lOmmx lOmm X 2n_n in size.

This will place large area sides parallel to surface of space craft

i

and arranged side-by-side.

I +
! 61
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Page 6 of

4.0 EXPERIMENTHARDWARE(With reference to the sketch in 3.6, briefly
J describethehardware,indicatingwhatiscurrentlyavailableand

what must be developed.)

/

A crystal holding tray will be developed by Georgia Tech.
i

i.

62
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5.0 DISCUSSRESEARCHREQUIREDTO DEVELOPEXPERIMENT

Selection of materials, mechanicalp and optical design of tray will

! be critical.

6.0 DISCUSSSPECIALFACILITIES REQUIREDFORDEVELOPMENTANDANALYSIS
o

Detailed quantification of recorded holograms will be necessary on

earth before and after launch. This will require special optics

and optical power measuring equipment.

7.0 COST ESTIMATE(Manpower)

7.1 MANPOWER(Man-monthsand dollars) mm $

7.1.1 EXPERIMENTDESIGN 1 $ 2,500

7.).2 DEVELOPMENTOF IMPLEMENTATIONPLAN I 2)500

7.1.3 GROUND-BASEDTESTING 1 2,500 ,

7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH(analysis) ......

7.1.5 DURINGMISSION ......
'6t

i 7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH(analysis) 2 . 5_00o v

7.2 HARDWARE(Dollars)

7.2.1 ENGINEERINGPROTOTYPE 5_000

:_ 7.2.2 HARDWAREFABRICATION 7_500 i7.2.3 PRE-AND POST-LAUNCH

7.3 OTHER DIRECTCOSTS (_mmImdB',travel,etc.) 300 1

$25,300

REPRODUC[BII,ITY OF TtII_
ORIGINAL PAGE IS POOR

63
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8.0 SAFETYCONSIDERATIONS(Discusspotentialhazardsto groundand flight
personnel,spacecraft,and other experiments.)

I none

g.O DISCUSSINTERACTIONSWITH SPACECRAFTAt_DOTHER EXPERIMENTS(e.g.,
thermal,radiation,mechanical).

none
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EXPERIMENTTITLE Creep-Rup,.ureCharacteristicsof RefractoryMetals

i

EXPERIMENTER(S) Dr. J. RichardWilliams

POSITION AssociateDean and AssociateProfessor

ORGANIZATION GeorgiaInsituteoF Technology

ADDRESS Atlanta,GA 30332

TELEPHONE (404) 894-3351

TECHNICALABSTRACT(50 words or less)

NASAcurrentlyhas a strongand developingprogramaimed at examining

variousoptionsfor the generat.ionof power in synchron.ousorbitand trans-
r.MssiqngO e_rth. The .ev_=_aclonot someot theseop_lons,utllizirqbo_h
nuclearand solar power,has been hamperedby lackof dataon creep-rupture
characteristicsof refractorymaterials. Tubes of tunqstenalloysand other
appropriatemetalswill be pressurizedand maintainedat a high temperature
for the du.rationof the IDE.Fflight. The hardvacuumand zero 9 enviro_ent
surroundingthe tubeswill simulatethe conditionsexpectedin synchronous
orbit. The creep-rupturecharacteristicsof interestwill be determined

from examinationafter the tubesare returnedto earth.

BENEFITS/JUSTIFICATIONFOR RESEARCHPROJECT

The data obtainedfrom,thisresearchwill enablea more accurateassessment

of solar-thermaland nuclearpower plantoptionswhichare under"considera-

tion by NASA contractors.

J

i ,
1
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TECHNICALDISCUSSIONOF EXPERIMEr_TAPPROACHAND OBJECTIVES

Smalltubesof approximatelyone quarterinchdiametercomposedof

tungstenand molybdenumalloysand otherrefractorymetalsof interestj'

will be placedin an insulatedelectricallyheatedcontainerwhich is

vented to space. While in orbit the tubes'internalpressurewill be

maintainedat an appropriatelevel so thatover the periodof the test

someof the tubeswill undergodeformationwhile otherswill burst.

By monitoringthe temperature,whichwill be heldconstant,and pre,_sure

over th._ durationof the testsand examiningthe tubesafter they have
°°

been returnedto earth,the appropriatecreep-rupturecharacteristics

can be determined. Thesedata will be especiallyusefulfor power

satellire evaluation.

66
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2.0 DISCUSSYOURRELATEDWORKAND EXPERILNCE

_ / Dr. Williamshas over lO years'experienceperformingresearchfor

NASAon large spacepower supplies. From 1967-72he was responsible

for researchon the heat transfercharacteristicsof materialsto

be used in large spacereactors. He also carriedout an analytical

programfor the NASALewis ResearchCenteron largenuclearMHD power

suppliedfor space. When the nuclearspace powerand propulstionpro-

gram was terminatedin 1972,he becameactive in the fieldof solar
oo

energy,subsequentlycarryingout four researchcontractsin the solar

area, includinga studyfor NASAon an assessmentof nuclearand solar

powerplant optionsfor geosynchronouspower generation. Dr. Williams

is currentlyresponsiblefor a $280,000ERDA-sponsoredprojecton the

developmentof focusingcollectorsfor powergeneration,and a separate

ERDA-sponsoredresear_ pro_ectwhich involvesthe constructionof a

54,000ft2 solar heatedand air-conditionedbuilding. He also is

co-principalinvestigatorof a solaragriculturaldryingproject.
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3.0 EXPERIMENTFACTS

3.1 WHAT SPECIFICSPACE PROPERTIESWILL IT MAKE USE OF?

zero gravityand vacuum
/

3.2 WHAT IS THE PREFERREDLOCATIONON LDEF?

LEADINGSIDE SPACE END ,

TRAILINGSIDE INTERIOR
¢

EARTHEND

3.3 WHATARE THE ENVIRONMENTALCONSTRAINTS? (Listextremes)none

3.3.1 TEMPERATURERANGE

3.3.2 VIBRATIONAND SHOCK (pre-and post-launchand orbit)

3.3.3 ATTITUDECONTROL

, 3.3.4 RADIATION(particlesand electromagnetic)

3.3.5 VACUUM(space)

i 3.3.6 ATMOSPHERE(pre-,during,and post-launchand return) .

' 3.3.7 MAGNETICFIELD

3.4 WHAT SPECIALPROTECTIONMUST BE PROVIDEDTO PROTECTTHE EXPERIMENT
_: FROM THE EARIHAND SPACE ENVIRONMENTS?

i none
;f :,
i

_ 200 kilograms •
i r3.5.2 VOLUME
g approximately4' x 6' x 2'

i '3.5.3 SURFACEAREA REQUIRED
• _

approximately4' x 6'

68
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4.0 EXPERIMENTHARD,fARE(Withreferenceto the sketchin 3.6, briefly
_ describethe hard_,are,indicatingwhat is currentlyavailableand /

whatmust be developed.)

refractorymetal tubing
pressuremanifolds
pressuretransducers
thermocouples
temperaturerecordinginstruments
smalI heliumtank with pressureregulator

The high temperaturechambermust be extremelywell insulatedso

thata solarcell array on the outsideof the tray can provide

.. adequateelectricpower to maintainthe temperatureand record ii

the data.

• 2

J
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5.0 DISCUSS RESEARCHREQUIREDTO DEVELOPEXPERIMENT

No special techniques require development.

6.0 DISCUSS SPECIAL FACILITIES REQUIREDFORDEVELOPMENTANDANALYSIS

-- none

7.0 COST ESTIMATE (Manpower)

7.1 MANPOWER (Man-months and dollars) mm $
3 year program

7.1.1 EXPERIMENT DESIGN 3 man months 7500

7.3.2 DEVELOPMENT OF IMPLEMENTATION PLAN l man montil 2500

7.1.3 GROUND-BASED TESTING AND ASSEMBLY 6 man months 15_000

7.1.4 PRE-LAUNCH (analysis) 3 man months 7500

7.1.5 DURING MISSION 3 man months 15DO

7.1.6 POST-LAUNCH (analysis) 4 man months IC '_qL

7.2 HARDWARE (Dollars)

7.2.1 ENGINEERING PROTOTYPE 20,000

7.2.2 HARDWARE FABRICATION 15,000 ;

7.2.3 PRE- AND POST-LAUNCH 8,000
,p

i 7.3 I_THERDIRECT COSTS (computer, travel, etc.) 6,000
{
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8.0 SAFETYCONSIDERATIONS (Discuss potential hazards to ground and flight
personnel, spacecraft, and other experiments.)

_' Pressurized gases involved but at moderate pressures only. Experiments

i should impose no significant hazards.

9.0 DISCUSS INTERACTIONSWITH SPACECRAFTAND OTHEREXPERIMENTS(e.g.,
thermal, radiation, mechanical).

Possible off-gassing of tubing and insulating materials. This can

be minimized as much as is required for the experiment.

f
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